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GIS INTEGRATION



PINAL COUNTY AT A GLANCE

 Located in central Arizona between Phoenix 
(Maricopa County) and Tucson (Pima County)

 5370 Sq. Miles (Slightly larger than Connecticut)

 Among the top 5 fastest growing counties from 
2000 to 2010

 Population doubled in the last decade.
 179,720 in 2000  to  375,770 by 2010



PINAL COUNTY AT A GLANCE

 275,000+ Parcels
 11 Municipalities
 126 other Taxing Authorities (Special Districts)
 25% of total area Taxable



PROJECT HISTORY

 AZ/DOR Valuation System was at end of life (EOL)
 County’s homegrown AS/400 Parcel Number Management 

System nearing EOL
 Recognized a need to share land records data more 

efficiently with other county business systems
 GIS infrastructure & capabilities were underutilized
 Interdependent business rules among departments

 Business processes from one department are reliant on 
processes from other departments. (Multi-departmental 
workflows)

Why did Pinal County need to change the way land records were managed?

Back in 2008



PROJECT HISTORY

 Parcel Mapping up until 2009
 Assessor’s Office Drafting staff maintained parcel maps 

using CAD.
 A custom AS/400 was used to manage parcel numbers 

and parcel attribute information.
 All parcel changes were then communicated to IT/GIS 

staff to update GIS parcel layer. (Redundant work)
 Different control networks (CAD vs. GIS)
 No integration between parcel management system 

and other systems.



PROJECT OBJECTIVES

 Find sustainable solutions to replace aging (EOL) 
applications.

 Connect multiple departments’ workflows & enterprise 
systems.

 Integrations between systems recognized as 
important and required for future solutions.
 Reduce redundancies  (ex. single point of data entry)

 Speed up workflows 
 Make data more accessible between systems (less chair 

swiveling)

 Improved data integrity (ex. Entry restrictions, validation, etc.)

 Increase performance monitoring & reporting capabilities



PROJECT CONCEPTS

 Provide intra & interdepartmental workflows 
performed in multiple enterprise systems. 
(Many points of integration)

 Finishing a workflow in one enterprise system 
kicks off subsequent workflow(s) in other 
enterprise systems. (Seamless integration)



INTEGRATION DEFINITION

 Integrate  (in·te·grate)
verb (used with object) 

 1. to bring together or incorporate (parts) into a whole.
 2. to make up, combine, or complete to produce a whole or 

a larger unit, as parts do.
 3. to unite or combine

 Somewhat of an ambiguous term as applied to 
software.  (ex. Simple hyperlink vs. embedded map which populates fields)

 There are many “levels” of integration.
 Many ways to “integrate” GIS with other systems. 

Source: Dictionary.com
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/integrate



Integration Solution Questions

 Who “owns” each piece of data?
 What department, staff, and system?

 Which system(s) will be allowed to create and edit the 
particular piece of data?

 Where will the “authoritative” source for this data be?
 Where should other systems go to retrieve this data?

 How fast do changes have to be communicated from one 
system to another?

 What can we do to enforce data integrity?
 What can we do to increase data input efficiency?
 What are the strengths and weaknesses of each system?



Super Simplification Warning
This example process was 
deliberately simplified. There are 
many other process steps and system 
functions which have been omitted 
for clarity and time considerations.

Example: Splitting a Parcel

Document Management System

Parcel Management System

Geographic Information System

Workflow Process Step:

County Department:

Document Recorded for a Parcel Split

Recorder’s Office

Data added to document

Assessor's Office

Data 
Warehouse

CAMA

County
Websites

Permitting
System

Treasurer’s
System

GIS Websites

Other systems 
and applications

Parcel Split 
Task

Split Task Received by Assessor’s OfficeCadastral data changes (non‐spatial)Cadastral data changes (spatial)Parcel changes sent to CAMA system



HOW DID WE ACCOMPLISH THIS?

 Getting together at the beginning
 Vendors and County came together in same 

location to white board and determine approach.

 Countywide Workflow Analysis for parcel 
management.

 Effective communication between all 
stakeholders was paramount.
Regular, in our case weekly, status meetings 

between all vendor and county participants.
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